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Abstract: In plants, there are several thousands of different types of proteins with different functions that 

must be correctly located to a specific subcellular compartment. The conventional vacuolar sorting route is 

already well described and research teams are now more interested in understanding mechanisms behind 

how unconventional sorting routes work. Our laboratory has been working with a 100 amino acid domain 

showed to be both sufficient and necessary for correct vacuolar sorting, the plant specific insert (PSI). Even 

though different PSI domains (PSI A and PSI B) present high similarity, they mediate different routes: PSI A 

is able to Golgi bypass, directly delivering proteins from the Endoplasmic Reticulum to the Vacuole; while 

PSI B mediates a conventional ER—Golgi—Vacuole pathway. The main goal of this study was to identify 

intermediate players in PSIs sorting processes. We purified both PSIs and several endomembrane reporters 

involved in specific events of protein transport and tested their interaction through pulldown assays. 

Furthermore, purified PSIs were also used as bait for co-Immunoprecipitation in Tobacco and Arabidopsis 

extracts. The data obtained will set the basis of a broader objective aiming at mapping the PSIs network of 

interactions, that will help the characterization of unconventional trafficking. 
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1. Introduction 

Plants possess an overly complex endomembrane network system specialized in synthesizing, 

modifying, transporting and delivering various macromolecules, including proteins. Transport 

between the different endosomal endomembrane compartments are performed by a vesicle 

trafficking exchange process which involves budding, vesicle release, directional transport, tethering, 

membrane recognition and fusion of vesicle shuttles [1]. In plants, and in most of the eukaryotes, 

vesicle trafficking is done using clathrin-coated vesicles (CCV), caveolin, coat protein complex I 

(COPI) and, coat protein complex II (COPII) vesicles and dense vesicles (DV). All of the mentioned 

vesicle types have an ubiquitous presence and appropriated budding machineries to provide correct 

function of the vesicle trafficking mechanism [2]. The endomembrane system contemplates multiple 

dynamic routes: the secretory pathway (including biosynthesis and sorting) and the endocytic 

pathway. Over the past few decades, remarkable progress has been done to understand the 

mechanisms related to protein sorting. Special emphasis has been given to the study of proteins 

targeted to the vacuolar pathways and the sorting mechanisms involved, due to its importance in 

plant cell homeostasis. The knowledge acquired so far is quite detailed and several signals and 

protein effectors have been characterized. However, more recent data suggest that the classical view 

of protein transport to the vacuole might be challenged by alternative routes that started to be 

described in more recent years [3,4]. Aspartic proteinases (APs) have been subject of extensive study 

for several years. The study of APs sorting and trafficking is attractive because they accumulate in 
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different cellular compartments and the same protein can be secreted to the apoplast or sorted to the 

vacuole depending on the cell type and developmental stage [5,6] supporting the hypothesis that 

different APs have different sorting motifs and that these motifs provide a certain plasticity 

depending on the conditions the cell is subjected to. Interestingly, some APs have two different VSDs 

in their protein sequence: a c-terVSD and a more unconventional sorting determinant, that do not fall 

in any of the characterized VSD categories described so far—the Plant Specific Insert (PSI). The PSI, 

when isolated and in vitro, has a wide range of functions such as lipid membrane interaction 

behaving similarly to a detergent, putative antimicrobial activity, induction of membrane 

permeabilization and membrane modulation. All of the above mentioned functions led the PSI to be 

considered as “an enzyme inside an enzyme” [7–13]). However, it is not clear if these roles, attributed 

to PSI in vitro, also occur in vivo, after the PSI being cleaved out from the proteinase precursor. A 

poly-sorting mechanism for cardosin A has been described, where each of the two vacuolar signals 

corresponds to a different sorting route to the vacuole: the PSI is able to mediate a Golgi-bypass route, 

while the C-terminal peptide drives the proteins through the classical ER-Golgi-PVC route [3]. These 

two sorting signals seem to give some plasticity to the plant cells depending on the developmental 

stage and the environmental status (Pereira et al., 2008; Pereira et al., 2013). Recently, a new and 

unconventional sorting route to the vacuole has been described, where proteins are able to do a Golgi-

bypass, being directly sorted to the vacuole [3,4,14–16]. These findings encouraged the idea that the 

above described VSDs might not represent all the vacuolar sorting determinants that exist and the 

fact that some proteins also carry two types of VSDs questions even further the sorting efficiency of 

the known VSDs [17]. Although both cardosin A and B PSIs are able to direct the proteinase to the 

vacuole, they do it in very different ways: PSI B mediated sorting is dependent on COPII for ER to 

Golgi transport, while PSI A mediated sorting is COPII independent [18]. These findings confirmed 

that the PSI A-mediated route does not involve the Golgi, instead it takes the proteins directly to the 

vacuole using yet unknown mechanisms. Trying to fill this gap, both sequences were analyzed and 

compared and the most probable reason for the difference was that an N-linked glycosylation site is 

present in PSI B but not in PSI A. Subsequent experiments proved that glycosylation may actually 

play a role in protein sorting.  

As the classic route to the vacuole, that involves the ER, the Golgi and the PVC has been widely 

studied, researchers are now turning their attention to vacuolar proteins that are able to do Golgi 

bypass such as the PSIs, Chitinase A and other membrane proteins [16,19,20]. However, the 

mechanisms behind this unconventional sorting routes are still very uncertain and imprecise. This 

study is based on the hypothesis that proteins that follow an unconventional route, bypassing the 

Golgi, must be recognized at the ER level. Therefore, testing the PSIs interactions with ER resident 

proteins, VSDs, vacuolar sorting receptors (VSRs), specific vesicle soluble nethylmaleimide sensitive 

factor attachment protein receptors (SNAREs) and other proteins involved in vacuolar sorting, will 

bring further insights to the mechanisms behind the Golgi bypass and the unconventional sorting 

route. To do so, a biochemical approach based on techniques such as Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-

IP) was used to decipher the PSIs protein interaction, providing more information on the mechanisms 

and players behind this unconventional sorting mechanism.  

2. Experiments  

2.1. Plant Material and Growth Conditions 

Wild-type Arabidopsis thaliana plants were sown directly on fertilized substrate (SYRO PLANT). 

Arabidopsis seeds were kept for 48 h at 4 °C in the dark to induce stratification. All plants were grown 

under long day conditions (16 h light) at 22 °C with 50–60% relative humidity and light intensity at 

180 μmole m-2 s-1. 

2.2. Protein Extraction under Non-Denaturating Conditions 

To obtain total protein extracts from A. thaliana to be used in Co-IPs, 200 mg of plant tissue (2 

weeks A. thaliana seedlings) was weighted as fast as possible to avoid protease degradation and 
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immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. The tissue was then homogeneized in 400 μL of lysis buffer 

[20 mM Tris HCl pH 8, 137 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40)] complemented with 7.5 μL of 

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail for General Use (SIGMA). The tissue sample was left incubating for 2 h 

with slow rotation at 4 °C. Finally, the tubes were centrifuged for 20 min at 13,400× g at 4 °C, the 

supernatant was transferred to new tubes and lysis buffer was added to make up a final volume of 1 

mL. Total protein extracts were stored at −80 °C. 

2.3. Co-Immunoprecipitation Assay 

The volume correspondent to 1 μg of purified PSI A and PSI B proteins were added to either 0, 

50 or 100 μL of A. thaliana protein extracts and the volume was brought up to 100 μL with lysis buffer 

[20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 137 mM NaCl]. A negative control was included without the PSIs. The 

mixture was incubated at 4 °C for 2 h. 50 μL of HisPur™ Ni-NTA Resin (ThermoFisher) were washed 

twice with 500 μL of Lysis buffer, added and left to incubate at 4 ºC for 1 h. The reaction was washed 

thrice with 500 μL of wash buffer [25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 200 mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole] by rotating 

5 min at 4 °C and centrifuging at 700× g for 3 min. In the last wash, all supernatant was removed and 

25 μL of wash buffer was added in order to obtain a 50% slurry. 10 μL of the beads mixture was 

centrifuged at 700× g for 3 min, the supernatant was removed and the beads were resuspended in 20 

μL of 1x SDS-PAGE sample buffer. PSIA, PSIB and control Co-IP samples were sent for analysis by 

LC-MS method at the Proteomics platform of I3S (https://www.i3s.up.pt/scientific-platform?v=56). 

Data obtained was analyzed using the “Proteome Discoverer v2.4” software (Thermo Scientific). 

3. Results 

Purified protein extracts of PSI A and PSI B from bacterial cultures (data not shown) were 

incubated with total protein extracts from A.thaliana seedlings for a Co-IP assay. A negative control 

was made simultaneously, where no PSI A or PSI B was added to the plant extracts to eliminate 

protein contaminants binding directly to the beads. From the results obtained from a LC-MS 

identification assay it was possible to identify a total of 1459 proteins in the PSI A Co-IP with 55 of 

them being detected exclusively in this sample (Figure 1A). For PSI B Co-IP sample, a total of 952 

proteins were detected with 6 of them being exclusive to this Co-IP (Figure 1A). Furthermore, 14 

proteins were detected in both PSI A and PSI B Co-IPs but not in the control situation (Figure 1A). 

Moreover, a preliminary statistical analysis was performed using volcano plots for both Co-IP results 

against control samples (Figure 1B for PSIA and 1C for PSIB) using a p-value of 0.05 and a Log2 Fold 

Change = 2. By applying these two filters it is possible to identify several proteins whose peptides 

were found in higher number in the PSIA or PSIB Co-IP than in control. Of those, several proteins 

caught our interest due to their potential to be involved in transport processes, membrane anchoring 

and enzymatic activity (Figure 1B,C, accession numbers).  
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Figure 1. Summary of Co-IP results. (A)—Veen diagram representing detected proteins in control 

(Yellow), PSI (A) (Orange) and PSI B samples (Blue). (B,C)—Volcano plot comparing control and PSI 

A (B) and PSIB (C) Co-IPs. Proteins marked in red are significantly found in higher amounts in the 

Co-IP while proteins marked in green are significantly found in higher amounts in the control. 

Accession numbers in grey correspond to significative hits with relevance for the PSI study. Data 

analyzed using: Proteome Discoverer v2.4 (Thermo Scientific). 

Furthermore, and using Uniprot database it was possible to cluster the proteins identified as 

positive hits (from Figure 1B,C) regarding their biological role and intracellular localization (Figure 

2). PSI A interacting proteins detected are known for being mostly present in the cell membrane and 

cytoplasm (Figure 2C). Function-wise the PSIA-interacting proteins detected are related to metabolic 

processes and response to stimulus but also transport and cell organization and biogenesis (Figure 

2A). Regarding PSI B, detected proteins are mostly known for being present in the cell membrane, 

nucleus, cytoplasm and in extracellular space (Figure 2D). Regarding their role in the cell, PSI B 

interacting proteins are also known for being involved in metabolic processes, response to stimulus, 

regulation of biologic processes and cell organization and biogenesis (Figure 2B).  
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Figure 2. Distribution of positive hits from PSIA and PSIB Co-IPs regarding their physiological role 

and subcellular localization. (A)—Physiological role of proteins detected in PSI A Co-IP. (B)—

Subcellular localization of proteins detected in PSI A Co-IP. (C)—Physiological role of proteins 

detected in PSI A Co-IP. (D)—Subcellular localization of proteins detected in PSI A Co-IP. Data 

analyzed using: Proteome Discoverer v2.4 (Thermo Scientific). 

4. Discussion 

In recent years, studies from our team concerning the aspartic proteinases from Cynara 

cardunculus, cardosin A and cardosin B PSIs-mediated sorting route [3,18] revealed that in the case 

of the PSI A, proteins could follow an unconventional vacuolar sorting route. In fact, when co-

expressed with the dominant negative mutant SarIH74L in Nicotiana tabacum leaves, PSI A was still 

able to accumulate in the Vacuole showing that it does not depend on the usual COPII vesicles for 

transport from the ER to the Golgi. Instead, PSI A mediated sorting would be able to directly deliver 

the proteinase to the vacuole, in a Golgi independent manner [18]. The same did not happen 

regarding the PSI B study: the COPII vesicle blockage would confine the proteins to the ER in N. 

tabacum leaves. Even though PSI A and PSI B sequences are very similar, the proteins seem to be 

very different from each other, function-wise. Furthermore, PSI A and PSI B domains do not match 

any of the known VSD types, but their ability to sort proteins to the vacuole made them to be 

considered unconventional vacuolar sorting domains (Pereira et al., 2013; Vieira et al., 2019). 

Therefore, in the context of this study, it was proposed to uncover the molecular determinants behind 

the unconventional vacuolar sorting route mediated by the PSI. One of the first steps to do so was to 

study and characterize the interaction network of PSI A (that mediates an unconventional sorting 

route) and PSI B (that mediates a conventional sorting route) in the plant model N. tabacum and A. 

thaliana. As there was no information available about the cardoon’s PSIs interaction network, the first 

step was to perform Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP). In the context of this study, cardosins’ purified 

PSI A and PSI B produced through bacterial expression were incubated with protein extracts from 

the model plant A. thaliana. After proteomic identification by LC-MS the results provided from the 

PSI A/B—A. thaliana proteins Co-IP analysis provided a wide range of detected proteins with 

different physiological roles. Indeed, 2411 (1459 for PSI A and 952 for PSI B) proteins were identified 
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for interaction with PSI A and PSI B but in the context of this study and due to time restrictions it was 

not possible to analyze each single one of them. Therefore, proteins analyzed were the ones with two 

times more reads in the Co-IP A/B than in the control situation, that only have A. thaliana protein 

extract and beads. After this filtering, detected proteins were sorted and further identified concerning 

their function. For PSI A seven proteins were chosen to be studied within the available time: 

Reticulon-like protein B1 (AT4G23630), Probable glycosyltransferase STELLO2 (AT3G57420), 

Vacuolar-sorting receptor 1 (AT3G52850), GPI-anchored adhesin-like protein (AT5G23890), 14-3-3-

like protein GF14 kappa (AT5G65430) and transport protein SEC23 (AT1G05520). Reticulon-like 

protein B1 (RTNBL1) is a resident protein of the tubular ER and is thought to be involved in achieving 

membrane curvature alongside other proteins (Sparkes et al., 2010). It was also reported that there is 

a direct correlation between RTNBL1 levels and plant susceptibility to Agrobacterium tumefaciens 

infection [21]. Furthermore, another study showed its importance in promoting transport of proteins 

to the plasma membrane [22]. It’s importance regarding PSI A might not be clear just yet, but PSI A 

starts its’ route at the ER level and might interact with this protein along the way or even in response 

to abiotic or biotic stimulus. STELLO2 (STL2) is considered to be a glycosyltransferase resident in the 

Golgi, facing the cytoplasm and is closely related to cell wall cellulose synthesis by regulating the 

assembly and trafficking of cellulose synthase complexes [23]. Yet again, even though PSI A bypasses 

the Golgi, it might be involved in a process around the plasma membrane or cell wall and therefore 

could interact with STELLO2. VSR1 is a member of the VSR protein family, which are present at the 

trans-side of the Golgi apparatus, most likely at the trans-Golgi network (TGN), and at the pre-

vacuolar compartment (PVC) in Arabidopsis [24], which is a distribution consistent with a role in 

vacuolar cargo sorting. Clear evidence for a role in vacuolar sorting was provided by the analysis of 

the vsr1 mutant, which is defective in trafficking of endogenous seed storage proteins [25]. However, 

the effect of the vsr1 null mutation on storage protein transport is partial and mutations in the other 

VSR genes have no effect [25], which has been interpreted as evidence that VSRs are just recover 

receptors for stray storage protein that escaped the main sorting mechanism [26,27]. In addition, other 

evidence supports the role of RMRs as sorting receptors for seed storage cargo. RMR1 interacts with 

VSDs from storage proteins and dominant negative versions of RMR block the exit of phaseolin from 

the Golgi in Arabidopsis protoplasts 28,29. However, genetic evidence for a role of RMRs in sorting 

endogenous storage proteins has not been presented yet. The hypothesis of VSRs being salvage 

receptors for stray storage could justify PSI A interaction with it, since PSI A does not follow the 

conventional sorting route but still needs to be recognized by a VSR at the vacuole level. GPI-

anchored adhesin-like protein belongs to the Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) family wich is a 

lipid anchor for many cell-surface proteins. The GPI anchor represents a pos-translational 

modification of proteins with a glycolipid and is used ubiquitously in eukaryotes and most likely in 

some Archaea [30]. According to SUBA database it is mostly present at the mitochondria and plastid 

level. The relationship with PSI A might be intriguing and needs more development as there is no 

evidence of PSI A to be present at the plastid or mitochondria membranes and the interaction might 

be due to in vitro isolation. In contrast, the interaction is still possible, as PSIs have the ability to attach 

to membranes [12]. 14-3-3 proteins are a family of conserved proteins in eukaryotes that play a 

regulatory role in many cellular and physiological processes by direct interaction with target proteins 

[31]. 14-3-3 proteins are known for being involved in the regulation of ion membrane transport, 

carbon and nitrogen metabolism, stomatal movement, gene expression, hormone signaling and in 

the coordination of different signal transduction pathways [32–36]. These proteins have also been 

reported to be involved in plant response to stress conditions [37–39]. In fact, environmental and 

biotic stimuli affect the expression levels of 14-3-3 proteins. Furthermore, many proteins involved in 

the response to different stresses have been shown to be 14-3-3 interactors [38–40]. According to 

SUBA database, this 14-3-3 like protein is evenly expressed across the cells, with peak expression at 

the nucleus. Consequently, the PSI A interaction with this 14-3-3 like protein might be related to PSI 

A response to diverse stimulus, from normal cell regulation to stress responses. Other putative PSIA 

interactor is Sec23, part of the COPII vesicles machinery The COPII vesicles are constituted by five 

subunits: Sar1, Sec13, Sec23, Sec24 and Sec31. Sar1 recruits the Sec23–Sec24 complex and is directly 
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bonded to the ER membrane as an ‘inner coat’. The Sar1–Sec23–Sec24 complex recruits the Sec13–

Sec31 ‘outer coat’, but the outer coat is not thought to make direct contact with the ER membrane 

surface. Sec24 is primarily responsible for selecting cargo proteins to be incorporated into COPII 

vesicles; it does this by binding to the cytoplasmic domains of ER transmembrane proteins destined 

for anterograde compartments. Sar1 and Sec23 are also known to bind cargo molecules, but their role 

in discrimination of COPII cargo versus ER-resident proteins is less clear. Sec23 has GTPase-

activating protein (GAP) activity towards Sar1, and this activity is stimulated significantly after 

binding of the outer coat. Complete coat polymerization therefore leads to hydrolysis of Sar1-bound 

GTP to GDP, resulting in coat depolymerization and uncoating to recycle COPII subunits for another 

round of vesicle formation [41]. PSI A interaction with Sec23 might be due to the reported Sec23 

discrimination of COPII cargo versus ER-resident proteins as PSI A does not use COPII vesicles to be 

transported throughout the cell [3].  

Regarding PSI B, two interacting proteins were studied: RTNLB1 (AT4G23630) and Vacuole 

protein (AT4G33625). RTNLB1 was also found to interact with PSI A and similarly, it can also interact 

with PSI B at the ER level or in response to diverse stimulus. It is very interesting that both PSIs 

interact with this protein, making it a strong candidate for pull down and 2in1 rBiFC assays, to 

confirm both interactions. Many proteins detected in the PSI B Co-IP did not have a lot of information 

available in literature. In fact, these proteins weren’t even named and therefore a lower number of 

PSI B interacting proteins were examined when comparing to PSI A. One of those cases is the Vacuole 

protein detected. For this protein, ePlant, SUBA and Uniprot were used to understand its localization 

and what function it might play when related to PSI B. As so, ePlant and SUBA predict its subcellular 

localization to be the vacuole. Uniprot provided information about the presence of transmembrane 

domains, and therefore this protein possibly acts as a receptor at the vacuole level and therefore, PSI 

B could interact with it when arriving at the vacuole.  

5. Conclusions  

This study was a very premilinary assay towards the maping of PSI A and PSI B network of 

interactions and the uncovering of the mechanisms bellow their function as vacuolar sorting 

domains. Even so, it allowed to disclose several putative interactors for both PSIs and, most 

interestingly, the majority of them do not overlap, indicating different interations in the cell. 

Regarding the PSI A interactions, it was interesting to see that a high number of the proteins detected 

are related to protein sorting to different locations in the cell. For PSI B the coverage obtained was 

not as significant, not allowing to draw any conclusions. Overall, this pilot study provided a lot of 

information that still needs further analysis beyond what is discussed in this topic, but represents a 

good starting point towards our goals. 
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